1* Prime rings* We first extend the results of Herstein [5] . Unless otherwise specified, all rings will be associative. If R is a ring, R has a Lie structure given by the product [x, y] = xy -yx, for x,yeR.
A Lie ideal of R is any additive subgroup U of R with [u, r] e U for all u e U and reR.
By a commutative Lie ideal we mean a Lie ideal which generates a commutative subring of R.
Denote the center of R by Z. We recall that if R is prime, then the nonzero elements of Z are not zero divisors in R. In this case, if Z Φ 0 and F is the quotient field of R, then R ® Z F is a prime ring, every element of which can be written in the form r (x) α" 1 for ae Z, a Φ 0. Thus R® Z F is naturally isomorphic to RZ~~\ the localization of R at Z. We will consider R imbedded in RZ~ι in the usual way (see [2] ).
We begin with some easy lemmas. LEMMA A is a Lie ideal of iϋ^" 1 and is commutative since Ad U. Also Acz I so can contain no units. But Lemma 2 implies that every element of A squared is in F, hence must be zero. By Lemma 1, A ~ 0, and so UczF by Lemma 3 unless 1=0. If £7£ Z then I = 0. Thus RZ~ι is simple. But it is well known in this case [6] that " 1 ^ 4.
If R is semi prime and U is a Lie ideal of R with
We indicate two standard examples to show that prime rings of characteristic 2 can have noncentral commutative Lie ideals. EXAMPLE 2. Let F be any field of characteristic 2 with K a normal extension of degree 2. Let a be the generator of the Galois group of K over F. Let R = K[x, a] be the twisted polynomial ring over K where addition is as usual but multiplication is given by the rule xk = k a x for ke K. R is a domain, not simple, and U = Ffcc] is a commutative subring of R which properly contains Z = F [x 2 ]. U is also a Lie ideal, for If one wishes to consider the case for semi-prime rings there is immediate difficulty arising from taking various direct products of prime rings. Of course every semi prime ring is a subdirect sum of its prime images. If the given ring contains a non central commutative Lie ideal U, one can write the ring as a subdirect sum of two images A and B where the image of U in A is central and where B is a subdirect sum of prime rings of characteristic 2 each of which is an order in a simple ring of dimension at most 4 over its center. This decomposition does not seem very useful and we offer the following example which seems to indicate that one cannot say very much in the semi-prime case, even if the ring contains an idempotent and its center is a domain, which eliminates the difficulties arising from direct products. EXAMPLE 3. Let S be the prime-ring of Example 2 and consider R r = S[y]{w, t), the free ring with 1 generated by w and t over a polymonial ring over S. Let I be the ideal of R r generated by xw, yt, and w 2 -w and let R -R'/I. By examining degrees of elements of R with respect to x, y, w, and t, one can show that rtr = 0 implies r = 0 for reR, and so, R is semi-prime. The center of R is Z = F[x 2 y y] a domain. Let U be the set of polynomials over F in x*y* for i, j, ^ 1. U is a commutative subring and can be shown to be a Lie ideal as in Example 2. This example can be made "larger" by beginning with S[F]{IF} where Y is a finite set, making sure that I contains y t w for each we W and some y t e Y, and letting U be all polynomials over F in x and Y where x and each y e Y appears in every monomial.
There is one special case in which we can obtain a generalization. 
CHARLES LANSKI AND SUSAN MONTGOMERY
We proceed now to obtain results like those in [5] for prime rings. As one may expect our results are a bit stronger since we are dealing with prime rings. Our proofs are generally characteristic free and so throughout this section we will assume only that R is prime and if both char R -2 and Z Φ 0, then dim RZ~ι over its center exceeds four. Hence by Theorem 4 we may always assume that any commutative Lie ideal of R must lie in Z. 2 and s e RZ~\ Then [u, [v, vs] ] e JP 7 , and so, [u, v[v, s] [v, u[u 9 r]] = [v, u[v, [u, r] [v, u] [u, r] ] + [v, u][v, [u } r] ] . v, u][v, [u, vu] v, u][u, v][v, u] .
Thus for ve K, ue U[v, uf -0, and also 0 = [v, [v, u] Replacing r by y r with yeW yields
(B) [w, t][t, yr] -[w, t]y[t 9 r] + [w, t][t, y]reW.
Since t e Va U, [t, r] In particular, if w = ?/G F, then [w, ί] by hence [v 3 , [u, v^] II* The group of units in a prime ring* We now turn to results concerning normal subgroups and conjugates in prime rings Again R will always be assumed to be prime, now with identity, and if char R = 2 then dim RZ~ι over its center must exceed four. The proofs are similar to those in [7] and [8] but will be repeated, without going into detail, for convenience. We call a subset W of R G-normal for G a U, the group of units of R, if W is invariant under conjuation by all elements of G. If G = U we just say that W is normal. The notation La S will mean that the subgroup S generated by all elements of square zero contains a noncentral Lie ideal L of R. See [7] for a discussion of this condition and for examples when R has no idempotents. Finally \A\ denotes the cardinality of A. As in [7] and [8] the last three results can be extended to normal subgroups of normal subgroups by assuming \Z\ > 8. The proofs use the same techniques presented here and so will not be given. For details see Theorem 23 in [8] .
Given x e R -Z and G <\U what does the set of G-conjugates of x look like? In [8] it was shown that if LcS and char R Φ 2, 3 then the set must be infinite unless R is finite. Here we eliminate the characteristic assumptions on R but still assume that R is prime with 1 and if char R -2 then dim RZ~ι over its center exceeds four. Suppose a 2 = 0. Then 1 + za is a unit for any ze Z, and 1 + z L a and 1 + £ 2 α are in the same coset oί Z f] U exactly when 1 + (z ι -z 2 )a e Z. But this implies (z λ -z 2 )a e Z. Since Z contains no divisors of zero and a 2 = 0, we must have z 1 = z 2 . Since Z Π U is of finite index in U y Z must be finite, so Z* = Z-0 is a multiplicative group. Hence Zf] U = Z*, and so, U must be finite. Since 1 + a a unit for any "α" of square zero, there can only be a finite number of elements of square zero. Thus S, the subgroup they generate must be finite. Since LczS, L must be finite. As Lςt Z, [L, R] Let g 19 , g k be a complete set of coset representatives of N in G. Since G is normal, if α 2 = 0 and CGZ, then since (ca) 2 = 0 we have for any geG that (1 + ca)g(l -ca) = ^s for some se iV. Since Z is infinite there must be an infinite subset P x of Z so that if k e P 1 then (1 + ka)g(l -ka) = fl^β* wherei is fixed and s k e N. Given ^eZ there is an infinite subset P 2 of iΓso that ke P 2 implies (1 + k(za))g(l -k(za)) = git k where g and "α" are the same as above, i is fixed and t k e N. Thus given some ge G, aeR with α 2 = 0 and c ί9 , c m e Z we can find an infinite subset P m of Z with every ke P m satisfying
where j depends only on i and not on k. 
If we use a sufficient number of c< then by combining the relations obtained, as in Lemma 4.4 
i ) N is infinite (ii) If S is any finite G-normal subset of R then Sa Z. (iii) If f(x) e Z[x] has a noncentral root in a G-normal subset S, then f(x) has infinitely many roots in S.
IIL Rings with involution* In this section we examine the Lie structure of prime rings with involution of characteristic 2, applying the results of §1. These results generalize theorems in [10] which describe the Lie structure of the symmetric elements of a simple ring with involution of characteristic 2. Analogous results for the skew-symmetric elements in characteristic not 2 have been obtained by T. S. Erickson [3] . There appears to be little hope of extending the results further, even to semi-prime rings, because of Example 3.
Let R denote a prime ring of characteristic 2, with an involution*, and center Z. Let S = {%£ R\x* -x} denote the symmetric elements of R; S is a Lie subring of R under the product [x, y] = xy + yx. The involution is said to be of the first kind if Z c S, and of the second kind if ZqL S.
We consider first the case when the involution is of the first kind; so, assume from now through Theorem 37 that ZaS* Let V = {x -f x*\xeR}, a Lie subring of S As in [10] , to study the Lie structure of S we will actually work with V. If I is a*-ideal of R (that is, an ideal closed under*), define VΊ -{x + x*\xe I}. Now 7/SFΠl, and in our results V τ will assume the position of KΠ I (where K denotes the skew-symmetric elements) in the theorems of Erickson. If R is simple, it was shown in [10] that V, S and [V, V] were essentially simple as Lie rings, unless dim z R ^ 16 (in which case the conclusions are false). In the prime case, our theorems will hold unless R is an order in a simple ring Q (that is, Q is a right or left quotient ring of R) which is of dimension ^ 36 over its center C Though dim c Q ^ 16 should be the appropriate condition, the methods of [10] do not apply to the smaller dimensions.
Before proceeding, we point out that any nonzero ideal of R contains a *-ideal. For, let I be any nonzero ideal of R. Then I* = {i*\iel} is also an ideal of R, and JΓ)i~* is a *-ideal of R contained in /. In/^ (0), since R is a prime ring (for more on *-ideals, see [9] ). Finally, if A is any subset of R, let A! denote the subring of R generated by A. We first prove: THEOREM 21. V contains a nonzero *-ideal of R, unless R is an order in a simple ring Q, with center C, such that dim c Q <^ 4.
Proof. By Lemma 1 of [10] , V is a Lie ideal of R. Thus by Theorem 12, either V contains a nonzero ideal of R or V c Z. If V contains an ideal of R> then V contains a nonzero *-ideal of R by the above remarks. We may therefore assume that V a Z. Then [V, V] = (0) and so V satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 2. By a theorem of Amitsur [1] , this implies that R satisfies a polynomial identity of degree ^ 4. But now by a theorem of Posner [4, p. 184] , since R is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity, R is an order in a simple ring Q which is finite dimensional over its center C. In addition, Q satisfies an identity of degree d rg 4, and so by a wellknown theorem of Kaplansky [4, p. 157 
2 ^ 4. We show next that if I is an nonzero *-ideal of R, then VΊ is actually nontrivial. Proof. To show (1), it will be enough to show [V l9 V^ Φ (0). So, assume that [V Iy VΊ] = (0). Since I is an ideal in the prime ring R, I itself is a prime ring in which F, satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 2. By the same argument as in Theorem 21, this implies that I is an order in a simple ring Q of dimension S 4 over its center. But then R would also be an order in the same ring Q.
To show that Vί contains a nonzero Mdeal of R, it will suffice to show that V[ contains a nonzero ideal of R. Now if the prime ring I were an order in a simple Q, dim c Q ^ 4, then R would be also. So by Theorem 21 applied to /, we may assume that Vί contains a nonzero ideal L of J. Since I is prime, I LI Φ 0; But I LI is a nonzero ideal of R in Vί.
The next lemma gives a criterion for when a Lie ideal contains F 7 . We may assume that a 2 b + ba 2 = 0, all a, be W. But then V satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 6, so by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 21, R is an order in a simple ring Q, with dim c Q <; 36.
COROLLARY 26. If aeR centralizes [V, V] , then aeZ, unless R is an order in a simple ring Q, dim c Q ίg 36. a nonzero ideal of R. Since R is prime, this implies ae Z.
We have now finished the preliminaries and can begin the actual description of Lie ideals of F. We may therefore assume that R is not simple. Let I be a nonzero ideal of R. As before, we may assume that I is actually a *-ideal of R.
First we claim that I Γ\ V Φ 0. For, if I Π V = (0), choose xel. Then or e I, and x + x* e IΓΊ F = (0). But then α; = x*; that is, JgS. Let reRo Since I is an ideal of R, Ir^S, so (ir)* = r*ί = ir, all ieI,reR.
In particular, is =• si, all SGS. By Theorem 21, this implies that I commutes with a nonzero ideal of R, and so ίgZ since R is prime. But now any element of R commutes with /, a nonzero ideal, and so must be in Z. Thus R £ Z; that is, R is commutative, a contradiction. Thus In F=^ (0).
For the remainder of the proof, we assume that the center of R is a field (as has been done previously, we consider RZ~ι). We claim that [7, 7] . By Lemma 28, this implies [F, V] czZ. Repeating the argument, we find VaZ, so by Theorem 21 Z contains a nonzero ideal of R, and so i? is commutative, a contradiction, unless R is an order in a simple ring ζ> with dim c ζ) ^ 4.
As a corollary to Theorem 31, we are also able to give a complete description of Lie ideals of S. Having described the Lie structure of F and S, we now turn to Lie ideals of [F, F] . We will assume for the remainder of the proofs that R is not an order in a simple ring Q, such that dim c ζ) <Ξ 36. As a first step in the proof, we prove a crucial lemma-the analog of Lemma 28.
LEMMA 34. // U is a Lie ideal of [F, F] we argue exactly as in Lemma 28 (using Theorem 11 of [10] ) to show that [F, V] c Z, and so άim z R <; 9, unless Ua Z. We may therefore assume that R contains a nonzero*-ideal I.
We 
